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Origins lightning staff upgrade glitch
Quick Staff Guide Guide Oggrad Staff Books 1. Find a record - it will be located randomly in the church:next to the tank (between a tank and stairs) upstairs on the benches next to fountainOn boxes at the entrance of generator 62. Collect the staff piece around 2 with an open church path, you can shoot down a plane that is glowing red
and get the piece between the footprints in the pits. Turn on generator 6 and it will come out of the first chestKill panzer and it'll fall it.3. Get the gramophone from the pits, head to the red tunnel and get the crystal. (Hatching area) 4- Building staff under excavation.5 Feed about 30 zombies using agartha fire men on fire rods near the boiler
until they are all lightroom and on fire.6. Go to church and use the chart above to shoot the fire staff at corresponding numbers matching torches in the tank station area.7. Turn the circular stones under the pits to match all red.8. Shoot the ball with the fire staff.9. Put the fire staff in the corners at Agartha and feed 20 zombies and you will
be complete. 1. Find a record - it will be located randomly around the 5On edge generator next to stamin up. on boxes near the entrance of General 5. On the bench inside the entrance tunnel of lightning employees 2. Collect cutting employees all three pieces into 3 different robot heads. You will have to transport through all of the robots
to collect them. 3. Get the gramophone from the pits, head to the wind tunnel and get the crystal. (General 4) 4- Building staff under excavation. Shoot the spinning stones in Agartha. It's useful to imagine that you spell the word F I L. Symbols match and resemble those letters. Stand close to the AK74U to see the sequence. Use the chart
above to see the correct icons.6 Shooting smoke domes: Generator 4 use wind staff and shoot the dome towards the pits. Past the path of the church tank shoot the dome towards the pits. Near the entrance of Generator 5, shoot the smoke dome towards the pits. 7. Turn the circular stones under the pits into each yellow.8. Shoot the ball
with the wind staff.9. Put the staff in the corners at Agartha and feed 20 zombies and it is finished. 1. Find a record - it will be located randomly around generator 4I table inside generator 4That the back of the wagon near generator 4At end wind tunnel on the right 2. Collect ing staff pieces - you must ride the tank to get all the piecesJump
off the tank after generator 4 and near generator 3 on the platform and get a piece in the fingerprint. Jump in generator 5 to the left and get inside the diggJump off before the church tank station and get inside the 3rd church. Get the gramophone from the pits, head to the lightning tunnel and get the crystal (Gen 5.4). Building staff under
drilling.5. Shoot the corresponding numbers on the piano that are on the chart above. You don't have to be in any particular order.6 7 dials around the map to the correct position as shown in the chart above.7. Turn the circular stones under the pits to each lilac.8. Shoot the ball with lightning staff.9. Put the staff in the corners at Agartha
and feed 20 zombies and it is finished. 1. Find the log - it will be located randomly around the 2On table entrance table to a room of 21 shelf generator next to the mystery box in this roomOn shelf in that room adjacent to the 2nd entrance tank. Collect ing staff pieces - you must get a shovel and dig dirt/bones pilesDig up piles of dirt/bones
around the map to get all 3 employees piecesYou can only get staff pieces of drilling piles while it is snowing3. Get the gramophone from the pits, head to the ice tunnel and get the crystal (Gen 6.4). Building staff under drilling.5. Shoot corresponding patterns in Agartha with ice staff to turn stones into the air properly. Use the chart above
for the correct matchcodes.6. Shoot 3 grave stones with ice staff to freeze and then use a bullet gun to break the stones. Locations in the chart above.7. Turn the circular stones under the pits into each blue.8. Shoot the ball with ice.9 staff. Put the staff in the corners at Agartha and feed 20 zombies and it is finished. Speed Video Video
Tutorial GuideUpgrade Employees Fast GuidesFull Home Easter Egg Video Tutorial GuideFull Main Easter Egg How to Get A Golden Shovel &amp; All Red Dig Pile LocationsEaster Eggs (8 Perm Pools Slots All 16 Red Zombie Blood Pits Pile GuideHow Video Sites for Golden Shovel &amp; All Red Sites Pile Dig 16 Quick Guide Free M
Collider GunEaster Egg Video GuideHow for a free package A PUNCHED MG08 Magmag Collider Collider Fast Optical GuideAll Shield Part 9 Kamaltehbeast Sites O Guys, First of All I'm New Here and You Want To Say Huge Thanks to Bulotom for Being Awesome and Make Co-Op to CO2 Zombies Possible. My brother and I are
having a great time playing together and it wouldn't be possible without the great work of plutonium. Other so I can't say yet this bug is static, but I'll keep this thread updated. We were playing on custom games connected via LAN (same as Wi-Fi). In the meantime let me share a video showing a glitch. (If it's not faulty I don't apologize for
the misunderstanding. Call of Duty: Black Ops III &gt; General Discussions &gt; Subject Details of Lightning Staff Promotion I know the origins in their current state is disgustingly glitchy (crashing a recurring issue), but during the piano step to upgrade the lightning staff, does anyone else have trouble resetting it? Walk away from him after
hitting three notes (regardless of whether it's true or not), leave a crazy place and shoot other notes but the electrical effects and noise still stand. Is this a problem for anyone else? Also, I had a similar problem with the torch step for the fire men. Last edited by PoodlePomPoster; 10 Jul, 2017 @ 5:22pm Note: This is only to be used in
spam reporting, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) posts. Nowadays, many people put travel on the top priority list because they want to relax and stay away from a long time of hard work. But not all people have a budget to travel where wan read more factors to consider when buying a camera determine your
needs when making the first choice, consider what you really need, then you will make the right decision. If you want to buy a camera Read more besides Amazon, Bestbuy, eBay is also the top online shopping site in the world. With a large amount of goods, and diverse fields, eBay is an attractive destination for both buyers and sellers
with the number Read More English is a popular language globally. Therefore, it was chosen as a second language learned in most schools, as well as the second language used in the work environment as well as in everyday life. Read more there is no doubt that intimacy is the basis for marital happiness and bonding between spouses,
and that #39 often believethat more intimate time equals more marital consent. Not any more reading page 2 at the moment, many people have put travel on the top priority list because they want to relax and get away from a long time of hard work. But not all people have a budget to travel where wan read more factors to consider when
buying a camera determine your needs when making the first choice, consider what you really need, then you will make the right decision. If you want to buy a camera Read more besides Amazon, Bestbuy, eBay is also the top online shopping site in the world. With a large amount of goods, and diverse fields, eBay is an attractive
destination for both buyers and sellers with the number Read More English is a popular language globally. Therefore, it was chosen as a second language learned in most schools, as well as the second language used in the work environment as well as in everyday life. Read more there is no doubt that intimacy is the basis for marital
happiness and bonding between spouses, and that #39 often believethat more intimate time equals more marital consent. Not any more reading page 3 nowadays, many people have put travel on the top priority list because they want to relax and get away from a long time of hard work. But not all people have Travel where wan read more
factors to consider when buying a camera determine your needs when making the first choice, consider what you really need, then you will make the right decision. If you want to buy a camera Read more besides Amazon, Bestbuy, eBay is also the top online shopping site in the world. With a large amount of goods, and diverse fields,
eBay is an attractive destination for both buyers and sellers with the number Read More English is a popular language globally. Therefore, it was chosen as a second language learned in most schools, as well as the second language used in the work environment as well as in everyday life. Read more there is no doubt that intimacy is the
basis for marital happiness and bonding between spouses, and that #39 often believethat more intimate time equals more marital consent. Not any more reading page 4 at the moment, many traveling people have put travel on the top priority list because they want to relax and get away from a long time of hard work. But not all people
have a budget to travel where wan read more factors to consider when buying a camera determine your needs when making the first choice, consider what you really need, then you will make the right decision. If you want to buy a camera Read more besides Amazon, Bestbuy, eBay is also the top online shopping site in the world. With a
large amount of goods, and diverse fields, eBay is an attractive destination for both buyers and sellers with the number Read More English is a popular language globally. Therefore, it was chosen as a second language learned in most schools, as well as the second language used in the work environment as well as in everyday life. Read
more there is no doubt that intimacy is the basis for marital happiness and bonding between spouses, and that #39 often believethat more intimate time equals more marital consent. Not any read more
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